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Abstract Three experiments investigated the mnemonic effects of source-constrained retrieval in the survival-processing
paradigm. Participants were asked to make survival-based or
control decisions (pleasantness or moving judgments) about
items prior to a source identification test. The source test was
followed by a surprise free recall test for all items processed
during the experiment, including the new items (foils) presented during the source test. For the source test itself, when
asked about the content of prior processing—did you make a
survival or a pleasantness decision about this item?—no differences were found between the survival and control conditions. The final free recall data revealed a different pattern:
When participants were asked to decide whether an item had
been processed previously for survival, that item was subsequently recalled better than when the source query asked
about pleasantness or relevance to a moving scenario. This
mnemonic boost occurred across-the-board—for items processed during the initial rating phase and for the new items.
These data extend the generality of source-constrained retrieval effects and have implications for understanding the proximate mechanisms that underlie the oft-replicated survivalprocessing advantage in recall and recognition.
Keywords Evolution . Memory . Source-constrained
retrieval . Recall
A number of recent papers have reported that processing
information for its survival relevance leads to particularly
robust recall, as compared with traditional encoding
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procedures (Nairne, Thompson, & Pandeirada, 2007). In the
typical experimental setup, participants are asked to imagine
themselves stranded in the grasslands of a foreign land without survival materials. Over the next few months, they will
need to find steady supplies of food and water and protect
themselves from predators. The participants’ task is to rate the
relevance of words to this imagined survival scenario. The
rating task is followed by a surprise retention test, usually free
recall, and performance after survival processing is compared
with a variety of control conditions. A few seconds of survival
processing leads to better recall than forming a visual image of
an item, relating the item to the self, engaging in prototypical
deep processing, or processing the relevance of items to a
variety of control scenarios (e.g., Kang, McDermott, & Cohen, 2008; Nairne, Pandeirada, & Thompson, 2008; Otgaar
et al., 2011; Weinstein, Bugg, & Roediger, 2008). Survival
processing even matches or betters the “gold standard” for
improving free recall—combining individual-item and relational processing in the same list (Burns, Burns, & Hwang,
2011; Nairne & Pandeirada, 2008).
Although the survival-processing effect is an established
and robust empirical phenomenon, at least when recall and
recognition are used as the memory measures, its
interpretation remains controversial. In their original paper,
Nairne et al. (2007) offered a functional account rooted in
evolutionary theory: Our capacity to remember evolved, subject to nature’s criterion of fitness enhancement, and therefore
our memory systems are sensibly “tuned” to the processing of
fitness-relevant information. However, Nairne et al. (2007)
left unspecified the proximate mechanisms that might lead to
such a “tuning.” A variety of accounts have subsequently been
offered. For example, at least part of the survival-processing
advantage typically seen in free recall may be accounted for
by “congruity” between the survival task and the to-beremembered target words (Butler, Kang, & Roediger, 2009;
Nairne & Pandeirada, 2011). Moreover, traditional
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explanatory mechanisms, such as “deep processing” or elaboration, may be sufficient to account for survival advantages in
some cases. Kroneisen and Erdfelder (2011) showed that
survival-processing advantages emerged only when the processing task afforded a sufficient amount of elaboration. For example, when the survival-encoding context was narrowed considerably, such as worrying only about finding potable water, no
survival-processing advantage was detected. Assessing survival
relevance also leads to the generation of more “ideas,” as
compared with controls (Roer, Bell, & Buchner, 2013), suggesting a particularly rich form of encoding, and sometimes to
higher rates of both true and false recollections (Howe, 2011;
Howe & Derbish, 2010; Otgaar & Smeets, 2010).
Our present experiments were designed to address two
important empirical questions. First, when asked about the
content of prior processing, are people better able to identify
information that has been processed for survival? If survival
processing leads to a more elaborative memory trace or engages richer cognitive operations, one might anticipate better
source identification performance after survival processing.
Deep levels of processing typically lead to better internal
source identification; that is, when people are asked to identify
whether an item was processed at a deep or shallow level, they
are more accurate at identifying the deeply encoded items (see
Gallo, Meadow, Johnson, & Foster, 2008; Jacoby, Shimizu,
Daniels, & Rhodes, 2005; Jacoby, Shimizu, Velanova, &
Rhodes, 2005). Similar results are found when people are
asked to decide whether a target word had been selfgenerated (e.g., from a word fragment) or merely read during
study (e.g., Riefer, Chien, & Reimer, 2007). To the extent that
survival processing induces deep or elaborative processing,
we would therefore expect it to enhance source identification
performance.
One might also reasonably argue that it would be adaptive
from an evolutionary perspective to remember whether an
environmental event had been processed in terms of its survival relevance. Earlier work from our laboratory has demonstrated that people show enhanced memory for the locations
of items that have been processed for survival (Nairne,
VanArsdall, Pandeirada, & Blunt, 2012), although the benefit
depends on an orienting task that draws attention to location
(see Bröder, Krüger, & Schütte, 2011). If survival processing
produces a unique mark of nature’s criterion on encoded
memories (see Nairne, 2010), participants should presumably
be able to use this “mark” (or its absence) to solve the source
identification problem. On the other hand, to the extent that
emotional processing might be involved, source memory can
sometimes be impaired (see Chiu, Dolcos, Gonsalves, &
Cohen, 2013).
Second, our experiments were designed to examine the
mnemonic consequences of source-constrained retrieval operations. When making judgments about prior occurrence, such
as in a source identification test, people constrain their search

to task-relevant encoding dimensions; these search processes,
in turn, can affect later retention of the queried test items.
Pertinent evidence comes from the “memory-for-foils” paradigm introduced by Jacoby et al. (2005a). After words had
been processed with deep or shallow orienting instructions,
recognition tests were given that required people to discriminate between new items (foils) and either the deep or the
shallow targets. Under these conditions, people appear to
constrain their memory search to the task-relevant encoding
dimension; that is, people solve the recognition memory problem by probing both test items and foils for the presence or
absence of deep features (when the target items are exclusively deeply processed items) or shallow features (when targets
have been shallowly processed). The mnemonic consequences of the constrained search were revealed in a final
“foil” recognition test that required people to discriminate the
“old” foils from the original recognition tests from newly
presented foils. Jacoby, Shimizu, Daniels, and Rhodes found
a levels-of-processing effect for the foils: People were more
likely to recognize the foils from the “deep” recognition test,
presumably because they processed those items for meaning
as a consequence of the source-constrained retrieval process
(see also Alban & Kelley, 2012; Marsh et al., 2009).
The memory-for-foils paradigm indicates that people can
exercise early cognitive control over the retrieval processes
that govern recognition memory judgments (Jacoby et al.
2005a; see Halamish, Goldsmith, & Jacoby, 2012, for evidence of a similar constraining process during cued recall). It
demonstrates as well that the operations engendered exclusively by retrieval can act as a memory modifier, enhancing
later retention of retrieved items (e.g., Bjork, 1975). In the
present case, we were interested in whether constraining retrieval to fitness-relevant features—the remnants of prior survival processing—would yield enhanced mnemonic benefits,
relative to controls. More specifically, does asking people to
decide whether an item has been processed previously for
survival yield a more substantial mnemonic boost to that item
than asking about other forms of deep processing? Such a
demonstration would provide further support for sourceconstrained retrieval, using a novel processing mode, but also
extend the study of fitness-relevant processing to a retrieval
context. Some have argued that survival-processing advantages are an indirect consequence of relevance ratings, inducing differential “congruity” between survival and control conditions (e.g., Butler et al., 2009), so survival benefits in this
retrieval context should help reduce the generality of such
concerns.
In each of our experiments, participants were initially asked
to process items with respect to a survival scenario or to one of
two control conditions—pleasantness (Experiments 1 and 2)
or the “moving” scenario (Experiment 3) employed originally
by Nairne et al. (2007). Source identification tests then required people to identify the earlier form of processing (i.e.,
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whether a survival or a control decision had been made about
the item); both old and new items were presented on these
tests. Lastly, in a surprise free recall test, people were asked to
recall all of the items (old and new) from the source identification tests. Again, we were interested in whether source
identification advantages would be found for survival items
and whether survival queries during the source tests would
enhance later free recall to a greater extent than control
queries.

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 was divided into three phases. In phase 1, the
encoding phase, participants were asked to rate 12 words for
survival relevance and 12 words for pleasantness; the words
were unrelated, and the rating decisions were intermixed
within a single list.1 In phase 2, the source identification test,
the 24 old words were intermixed with 24 new words, and
people were asked to decide whether each presented word had
been processed previously for survival or pleasantness. Half
of each word type—survival-rated, pleasantness-rated, and
new words—were queried about survival (“Did you rate this
word for survival?”), and half were queried about pleasantness
(“Did you rate this word for pleasantness?”); decision and
word group were again intermixed in the test list. In phase 3,
the recall test, participants were given 10 min to recall all of
the words that had appeared in the experiment.
Method
Participants and apparatus
Sixty participants were recruited from the Purdue community.
Each received either a small monetary compensation or partial
credit in an introductory psychology course. Everyone was
tested in sessions lasting approximately 40 min. Up to 4
participants were tested in the same session. Stimuli were
presented and controlled by personal computers.

A within-subjects design was used. During phase 1, participants were instructed to make either a survival or a pleasantness rating about each of the 24 target words. Rating decisions
were distributed evenly across the list, with the following
constraints: No more than two ratings of a given type could
occur consecutively, and the same number of survival and
pleasantness decisions was required in each half of the list.
Rating order was counterbalanced across participants to ensure that a survival and a pleasantness decision occurred the
same number of times in each position of the list and for each
word.
For the source identification test, the 24 old words and 24
new words were intermixed in one list, as was the source
identification question (“Did you rate this word for SURVIVAL?” and “Did you rate this word for PLEASANTNESS?”).
Half of the survival-rated words received a survival query (a
correct yes response corresponds to a hit), as did half of the
pleasantness-rated words (a yes response corresponds to an
old false alarm) and half of the new words (a yes response
corresponds to a new false alarm). Similarly, half of the
pleasantness-rated words received a pleasantness query (a
yes response corresponds to a hit), along with half of the
survival-rated words (a yes response corresponds to an old
false alarm) and half of the new words (a yes response corresponds to a new false alarm). Equal numbers of old and new
words were presented in each half of the test list, along with an
equal number of survival/pleasantness queries. All possible
combinations were equally distributed in each half of the list.
Query was also counterbalanced across participants, ensuring
that each word was queried the same number of times about
survival and pleasantness. Final free recall followed the source
identification test.
Procedure
On arrival in the laboratory, people were randomly assigned to
one of the counterbalancing versions. People were told that
they would be rating words in one of two ways—for pleasantness or with respect to a survival situation. The specific
instructions follow:

Materials and design
Forty-eight words (plus six practice words) were selected
from the MRC Psycholinguistic Database (e.g., Coltheart,
1981), with the following constraints: four to eight letters in
length, Kučera–Francis written frequency between 7 and 10,
and a relatively high familiarity and concreteness (between
500 and 700 on a 100-to-700 scale).
1
Intermixing the two rating tasks (survival and pleasantness) might raise
concerns about possible carryover effects. However, robust survivalprocessing advantages have been demonstrated repeatedly in designs in
which survival and pleasantness ratings are intermixed in the same list
(see, e.g., Nairne & Pandeirada, 2011, Experiment 1).

In this task we are going to show you a list of words, and
we would like you to rate each word in one of two ways.
For some words, we would like you to provide a
PLEASANTNESS rating; for other words, we would
like you to rate their relevance to a SURVIVAL situation, as described below. Each word will be presented
with a question that specifies the rating decision you’ll
have to make for that particular word.
For the SURVIVAL situation, please imagine that you
are stranded in the grasslands of a foreign land, without
any basic survival materials. Over the next few months,
you’ll need to find steady supplies of food and water and
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A short practice session of six items preceded the main
rating session. Accompanying each word was a question
specifying the required rating decision (“How relevant is this
word to the SURVIVAL situation?” or “How PLEASANT is
this word?”). The rating scale was presented along with the
word. The target word was presented in the center of the
screen (between the question and the rating scale). Participants
produced their responses by entering the number of their
choice, using the keyboard. Target words remained on the
screen for the full 5 s; there was a short 250-ms intertrial
interval.
After the last word was rated, participants engaged in a
distractor task—solving Sudoku puzzles—that lasted 10 min.
Phase 2 instructions then appeared. The specific instructions
for the source identification test were as follows:
In the next task, you will be presented with a set of
words. For each word we will ask you to judge if during
the initial task of the experiment you made a PLEASANTNESS or a SURVIVAL rating about that word. You will
respond by clicking “Yes” or “No” on the screen using
your mouse. Be careful: each word will appear for only
five seconds so you’ll need to make your decisions rather
quickly.
People were given 5 s to complete each response. No
further information was given about the nature of the test
words; that is, participants were not told that the source test
would contain a mixture of old and new words. The source test
was followed by another short distractor task—solving a
series of addition problems for approximately 2 min. Participants were then asked to recall all of the earlier presented
words. The specific instructions follow:
Now we would like to see if you can remember all the
words you had to make decisions about throughout this
experiment. These include the ones you rated in the
initial part of the experiment and also all of the words
presented during the Yes/No judgment task—this includes both the YES words and the NO words.

The final recall phase proceeded for 10 min, and participants were asked to draw a line on the recall sheet, under the
last recalled word, after each min of recall. A clock was
displayed on the computer monitor, and a “beep” sounded
every minute signaling the participants to draw the line. Using
this procedure allows one to construct cumulative recall
curves, but they are not reported here.
Results and discussion
The level of statistical significance, unless otherwise noted,
was set at p < .05 for all comparisons. During the initial rating
task, less than one word, on average, was left unrated by each
participant. Because of the small number of unrated trials, and
to avoid item selection problems, we left the retention data
described below unconditionalized.
During the initial rating task, the average relevance ratings
for the survival-processing condition (2.68) and the pleasantness condition (2.74) did not differ statistically, t(59) < 1.
However, participants took significantly longer to provide a
survival rating than a pleasantness rating (survival = 3,067 ms;
pleasantness = 2,763 ms), t(59) = 6.20, p < .001, d = 0.75.
Source identification
Mean data for the source identification test are shown in
Fig. 1. The figure shows the mean proportion of yes responses
for words queried at test for a survival or pleasantness decision. The left side of the figure shows the data for hits; these
are correct responses for words processed initially for survival
or pleasantness and then queried with a matching decision at
test. The old false alarms represent cases in which people
incorrectly responded yes to a word that had been seen during
1

Proportion of Yes Responses

protect yourself from predators. We would like you to
rate how relevant the word would be for you in this
survival situation. The scale of relevance ranges from
one to five, with one (1) indicating totally irrelevant and
five (5) signifying extremely relevant. Some of the
words may be relevant and others may not—it’s up to
you to decide.
For the other dimension, we would like you to rate the
PLEASANTNESS of the word. The scale of pleasantness ranges from one to five, with one (1) indicating
totally unpleasant, and five (5) signifying extremely
pleasant. Some of the words may be pleasant and others
may not—it’s up to you to decide.

Survival query
Pleasantness query

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

Hits

Old FA

New FA

Item Type

Fig. 1 Proportion of yes responses as a function of query and item type
during the source identification test in Experiment 1. Error bars represent
standard errors of the means
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Final free recall
Performance on the final free recall test, during which people
were asked to recall all of the items from the source identification test, is shown in Fig. 2. Performance is plotted as a function
of the query presented during the source test (survival or
pleasantness) and word type (old or new). The left side of the
figure shows proportion of correct recall for the old words
(collapsed across the initial rating decision); performance for
the new words is shown on the right. The full recall data,
presented as a function of initial rating decision, are shown in
the Appendix. A repeated measures ANOVA with source query
and word type as within-subjects variables revealed a main
effect of query: Words queried for survival were more likely
to be recalled than words queried for pleasantness, F(1, 59) =
4.39, MSE = .016, η2p = .069. There was also a main effect of
word type—more old words were recalled than new words,
F(1, 59) = 327.20, MSE = .022, η2p = .847—but there was no
reliable interaction between query and word type, F < 1.
To rule out any effect of query decision time on recall, we
also analyzed response times during the source test. If people
take longer to make decisions about survival queries than
about pleasantness queries, perhaps because the survival

0.70

Survival query

0.60

Pro po rtio n Co rrect Recall

the initial rating phase of the experiment but was queried with
a mismatching decision at test; for example, the participant
incorrectly thought that a survival-rated word had been processed for pleasantness during the first phase. The new false
alarms represent cases in which the participant incorrectly
responded yes to a word that was not presented during the
first phase of the experiment.
A repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) on
these data with source query (survival vs. pleasantness) and
word type (old items with a matched decision, old items with a
mismatched decision, and new items) as within-subjects variables revealed a main effect of query, F(1, 59) = 7.89, MSE =
.02, η2p = .118, and word type, F(2, 118) = 267.67, MSE =
.074, η2p = .82, but no reliable interaction, F(2, 118) = 1.67,
MSE = .02, η2p = .028. Thus, people were more likely to
respond yes to a survival query at test regardless of whether
the item was old or new and, if old, whether the item had been
rated initially for survival or pleasantness. People were able to
perform the task successfully—that is, the hit rate was substantially higher than either the old or the new false alarm
rate—but no survival-processing advantage was found in
source identification. Signal detection analyses of the data
led to the same conclusion: No significant difference in source
identification was found between survival (d′ = 1.76) and
pleasantness (d′ = 1.67) processing, using the old false alarms
as the comparative base, t(57) < 1. However, there was a
significant difference in criterion, c, with a greater bias toward
responding yes for survival queries (c = –.18) than for pleasantness queries (c = –.03), t(57) = –2.54, d = –0.40.

Pleasantness query

0.50

0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00

Old Items

Item Type

New Items

Fig. 2 Proportion of correct recall as a function of query and item type in
Experiment 1. Error bars represent standard errors of the means

decisions are more effortful, then one might be able to attribute the free recall differences to such a factor. Average
response times are shown in Table 1 as a function of source
query (survival vs. pleasantness) and whether the item was old
(occurred during the initial rating phase) or new. An ANOVA
on these data revealed a main effect of query, F(1, 59) = 9.91,
MSE = 49,463, η2p = .144, indicating that participants actually
took longer to respond to the pleasantness queries. There was
also a main effect of word type, F(1, 59) = 62.9, MSE =
193,890, η2p = .516, with longer decision times for the old
items than for the new items. The interaction between query
and item type was not reliable, F(1, 59) < 1.
As was noted earlier, the final free recall test was designed
to assess the mnemonic effects of source-constrained retrieval.
Earlier work by Jacoby et al. (2005a) and others (Halamish
et al., 2012; Marsh et al., 2009) has shown that sourceconstrained retrieval can have mnemonic effects on later recognition memory and the benefits obtained depend on the type
of information processed during the source test. Searching for
evidence of prior deep (semantic) processing enhances memory for encountered new word foils to a greater extent than
does shallow (orthographic) processing. Does the act of
assessing an item for the remnants of earlier survival processing produce a greater mnemonic boost than assessing for

Table 1 Average response times (in milliseconds) and standard deviations (in parentheses) during the source identification test in Experiment 1
as a function of source query and word type

Survival
Pleasantness

Old Words

New Words

2,462 (360)
2,569 (409)

2,028 (452)
2,101 (457)
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pleasantness processing? The results of Experiment 1 provide
evidence for a survival effect during final free recall, thereby
extending earlier work on source-constrained retrieval to another domain (free recall) and to a new set of processing
dimensions (survival vs. pleasantness processing). As we
discuss later, these results may help constrain hypotheses
about the possible proximate mechanisms that underlie
survival-processing advantages.

Experiment 2
The purpose of Experiment 2 was to replicate Experiment 1
using a slightly different design, one that more closely mimics
the criterial recollection task developed by Gallo et al. (2008).
There were two major design changes from Experiment 1.
First, during the initial rating phase of the experiment, some
words were presented twice, and participants were required to
rate those items for survival relevance on one trial and for
pleasantness on the other. As Gallo et al. have argued, requiring both types of decision during initial encoding reduces the
chances that people will focus exclusively on one type of
processing to solve the source discrimination problem. For
example, one might search for evidence of survival processing
and, if absent, simply decide that the item must have been
processed for pleasantness or that it is a new item. Presenting
items twice solves this problem because the presence or
absence of a particular feature type (e.g., encoded survival
features) does not determine whether or not the other type of
processing was engaged as well.
The second design change in Experiment 2 was that the type
of query was blocked, rather than intermixed, during the source
identification test. Participants received four blocks of 15 items
during the source test (three survival-rated words, three
pleasantness-rated words, three both-rated words, and six new
words). People were queried about either pleasantness or survival in each block in an alternating fashion (i.e., SPSP or
PSPS). The use of a blocked design, in which people make only
one kind of decision during a block of trials, closely matches
earlier experiments on source-constrained retrieval effects (e.g.,
Jacoby et al. 2005a). In addition, people were fully informed
about the nature of the test list in Experiment 2; that is, they were
told that for some words they had earlier made a pleasantness
decision, for some words they had made a survival decision, and
for some words they had made both a survival and a pleasantness decision and also that there would be new words.
Method

Everyone was tested in sessions lasting approximately
40 min. Up to 4 participants were tested in the same session.
Stimuli were presented and controlled by personal computers.
Materials and design
The 48 words from Experiment 1 were used again in
Experiment 2. An additional set of 12 words was selected
using the criteria described previously. A within-subjects
design was employed: Participants were instructed to make
either a survival or a pleasantness rating about each of 24
target words; for 12 additional words, participants provided a survival and a pleasantness rating on separate trials.
Rating tasks were intermixed and distributed evenly across
the list as described in Experiment 1. Also, for the words
processed twice, half were processed for survival and half
for pleasantness in each half of the list. The number of
intervening items between the occurrences of the same
item during the rating task ranged between 13 and 36,
with an average of 24 intervening items. Task order was
counterbalanced across participants.
Procedure
On arrival in the laboratory, people were randomly assigned to
one of the counterbalancing versions. People were told that
they would be rating words in two ways: either for pleasantness or with respect to a survival situation. The rating instructions were identical to those used in Experiment 1, with the
following addition:
For some words you will be asked to make only one
rating decision (about either PLEASANTNESS OR
SURVIVAL); for other words you will be asked to make
both decisions (PLEASANTNESS AND SURVIVAL),
but you will do so at different times.
In all other respects, the rating and 10-min distractor task
followed the procedure outlined in Experiment 1. For the
source task, 36 old words and 24 new words were divided
into four blocks of 15 words. Each block contained 3 survivalrated words, 3 pleasantness-rated words, 3 both-rated words,
and 6 new words. In a given block, participants were queried
exclusively about either pleasantness or survival; query type
varied in an alternating fashion across blocks (i.e., SPSP or
PSPS). The question “Did you rate this word for SURVIVAL?” or “Did you rate this word for PLEASANTNESS?” was
presented along with each individual word in a given type of
block. The instructions for the survival blocks follow:

Participants and apparatus
Seventy-two Purdue undergraduates participated in exchange
for partial credit in an introductory psychology course.

In the next task, you will be presented with a set of
words. For each word we would like you to judge if you
made a SURVIVAL rating about that word in the first
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The instructions for the pleasantness blocks were exactly the
same, except that the word pleasantness was substituted for
survival (and vice versa when appropriate). The source task
was followed by a distractor task lasting about 2 min. In this
task, participants were asked to perform a series of addition
operations. At the end of this period, participants were asked
to recall all the earlier presented words—the ones presented
during the processing task, as well as the ones presented in the
source task. In all respects, including instructions, the free recall
task resembled the one used in Experiment 1.
Results and discussion
During the initial rating task, less than one word, on average,
was left unrated by each participant. Because of the small
number of unrated trials and to avoid item selection problems,
we left the retention data described below unconditionalized.
In Experiment 2, average survival ratings (2.86) were significantly higher than average pleasantness ratings (2.68), t(71) =
3.85, p < .001, d = 0.46; as in Experiment 1, it also took people
longer to rate the items for survival (2,932 ms) than for
pleasantness (2,577 ms), t(71) =11.57, p < .001, d = 0.96.
Source identification
Mean data for the source identification test are shown in Fig. 3.
The figure shows the mean proportion of yes responses for
words queried during the survival and pleasantness blocks.
The first two sets of bars show correct responses (hits) for the
items presented once or twice, respectively. The third and fourth
sets show the false alarm data for old and new items, respectively. An overall repeated measures ANOVA with source query
(survival vs. pleasantness) and word type (old items with a
matched decision, “both” items, old items with a mismatched
decision, and new items) as within-subjects variables revealed a

1.00

Proportion Yes Responses

part of the experiment. There will be four types of words
presented to you: words that you made a pleasantness
decision about, words you made a survival decision
about, words for which you made both a survival and
a pleasantness decision, and also new words. Your task
is to click on the YES button if you remember making a
survival decision about that word; otherwise click on the
NO button.
It is important to remember that for some of the words
you made two decisions—both a pleasantness decision
and a survival decision. So, remembering that you made
a pleasantness decision about a particular word is irrelevant in this task. You need to remember whether or not
you made a survival decision about the word. You
should click YES for any word you made a survival
decision about, even if you also made a pleasantness
decision about that word.

Survival query
Pleasantness query

0.80

0.60

0.40

0.20

0.00

Hits (once)

Hits (twice)

Old FA

New FA

Item Type

Fig. 3 Proportion of yes responses as a function of query and item type
during the source identification test in Experiment 2. Error bars represent
standard errors of the means

main effect of word type, F(3, 213) = 547.99, MSE = .045, η2p =
.885, but no significant effect of query, F(1, 71) = 2.88, MSE =
.023, η2p = .039, or query × word type interaction, F < 1. Once
again, replicating Experiment 1, the data fail to provide any
evidence for a survival effect in source identification. Signal
detection analyses confirmed this conclusion: No significant
difference in source identification was found between survival
(d′ = 1.68) and pleasantness processing (d′ = 1.67) using the old
false alarms as the comparative base, t(70) < 1. We restricted our
analysis here to the items presented only once, given that there
was no defined false alarm rate for the items presented twice
(any yes response for the “both” items was correct). As in
Experiment 1, people were more likely to respond yes for items
queried for survival, but the main effect of query did not reach
conventional levels of significance in Experiment 2. Signal
detection analyses showed a similar trend: There was a greater
bias toward responding yes for survival queries (c = −.16) than
for pleasantness queries (c = −.06), but the difference did not
reach conventional levels of significance, t(70) = −1.75.
Final free recall
Figure 4 shows proportion correct recall for the various conditions as a function of query question (i.e., survival or pleasantness). The left side of the figure shows proportion of
correct recall for old words presented once (collapsed across
the initial rating decision), the middle shows proportion of
correct recall for words processed twice, and the right side
shows proportion of correct recall for the new words. An
overall repeated measures ANOVA with query type (survival
vs. pleasantness) and word type (once, twice, and new) as
within-subjects variables revealed a reliable main effect for
query, F(1, 71) = 12.72, MSE = .016, η2p = .152, and word
type, F(2, 142) = 310.83, MSE = .025, η2p = .814, but also a
reliable interaction, F(2, 142) = 5.44, MSE = .022, η2p = .071.
For the old words processed once, query type failed to affect
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processing leads to a richer trace or more elaborate cognitive
operations, we expected to find survival advantages on the
source identification test. Second, both experiments showed
that the source identification process itself has mnemonic
effects, replicating the work of Jacoby et al. (2005a), although
the present experiments used final free recall, rather than a
final recognition test.

0.20

Experiment 3
0.00

Processed Once

Processed Twice

New Items

Item Type

Fig. 4 Proportion of correct recall as a function of query and item type in
Experiment 2. Error bars represent standard errors of the means

recall, t(71) < 1; for the words processed twice (both a survival
and a pleasantness decision were required during the first
phase of the experiment), the survival query significantly
enhanced recall, as compared with the pleasantness query,
t(71) = 3.62, p < .001, d = 0.53. The number of new words
recalled after a survival query was also slightly higher than
after a pleasantness query, but the difference was not statistically significant, t(71) = 1.59.
Once again, we also analyzed the response times from the
source identification task to rule out any simple effort-based
interpretation of the recall data. Table 2 shows the relevant
data for the items processed once or twice and for the new
items. A repeated measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of
word type, F(2, 142) = 71.94, MSE = 95,503.2, η2p = .50.
Participants were faster to respond to new items and slowest
on the items rated once. Neither the main effect of query nor
the interaction was reliable in the analysis, F(1, 71) = 3.14,
MSE = 111,093 , η2p = .04, and F(2, 142) = 1.18, MSE =
42,469, η2p = .02, respectively.
The results of Experiment 2 are generally consistent with
those of Experiment 1 in demonstrating two findings. First,
there was little indication that survival processing enhances
identification of source, at least as compared with pleasantness
processing, even though survival processing typically leads to
significant benefits in free recall. To the extent that survival
Table 2 Average response times (in milliseconds) and standard deviations (in parentheses) during the source identification test in Experiment 2
as a function of query and word type

Survival
Pleasantness

Processed Once

Processed Twice

New Words

2,119 (330)
2,218 (363)

1,941 (337)
1,968 (459)

1,709 (341)
1,753 (348)

Our first two experiments compared survival processing with
a control condition in which participants rated items for pleasantness. Pleasantness processing has often been used as a
control in survival-processing experiments; it represents a
quintessential form of “deep processing,” one that leads to
significant improvements in long-term recall and recognition
(e.g., Packman & Battig, 1978). As a result, survival advantages relative to a pleasantness control demonstrate the power
of survival processing as a mnemonic encoding technique
(Nairne et al., 2008). At the same time, processing an item
for pleasantness is typically conceptualized as a form of
individual-item processing, as opposed to relational or
whole-list processing, and encoding techniques that focus on
item qualities may transfer especially well to source identification tests. In Experiment 3, we used another common control for survival processing—a scenario involving moving to a
foreign land. Unlike rating an item for survival, the moving
scenario does not involve fitness-relevant processing, but it
presumably invokes more schematic processing than does
pleasantness (see Nairne et al., 2007, for relevant evidence).
Except for blocking the survival and control (moving) conditions during the initial rating task, the design of Experiment 3
matched the one used in Experiment 2.
Method
Participants and apparatus
Sixty-four Purdue undergraduate students participated in exchange for partial credit in an introductory psychology course.
Everyone was tested in sessions lasting approximately 40 min.
Up to 4 participants were tested in the same session. Stimuli
were presented and controlled by personal computers.
Materials and design
The 60 words from Experiment 2 were used again in this
experiment. A within-subjects design was employed: Participants were instructed to make either a survival or a moving
rating about each of the 24 target words. For 12 additional
words, participants provided both a survival and a moving
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Procedure
On arrival in the laboratory, people were randomly assigned to
one of the counterbalancing conditions. People were then told
that they would be rating words in two ways. The specific
instructions for each block (for either the survival or the
moving rating task) appeared at the beginning of the block.
Specific instructions follow:
Survival instructions: “In this task, please imagine that
you are stranded in the grasslands of a foreign land,
without any basic survival materials. Over the next few
months, you’ll need to find steady supplies of food and
water and protect yourself from predators. We would like
you to rate how relevant the word would be for you in this
survival situation.”
Moving instructions: “In this task, please imagine that
you are planning to move to a new home in a foreign
land. Over the next few months, you’ll need to purchase a
new house and find help transporting your belongings.
Please rate how relevant each of these words might be for
you in this moving situation.”
A short practice session of three items preceded the first
two blocks to familiarize participants with each scenario. In all
other respects, the procedure matched the one used in Experiment 2. After the rating phase, there was a 10-min distractor
task (Sudoku puzzles) followed by the source identification
test. The source test was identical to the one used in Experiment 2, except that moving queries were substituted for pleasantness queries. Following the source test, there was a 2-min
distractor task, and then the instructions for the final free recall
test appeared. Again, the procedure matched the one used in
Experiment 2.
Results and discussion
During the initial rating task, less than one word, on average,
was left unrated in each condition. Because of the small
number of unrated trials and to avoid item selection problems,
we left the retention data described below unconditionalized.
As in Experiment 2, the survival ratings exceeded the control
ratings (survival = 2.7, moving = 2.2), t(63) = 7.66, p < .001, d

= 1.05; however, no differences were found in response times
between the survival and moving conditions (survival =
2,047, moving = 2,040), t(63) < 1.
Source identification
Mean data for the source identification test are shown in
Fig. 5, presented in the format used for Experiment 2. The
figure shows the mean proportion of yes responses for words
queried during the survival and moving blocks. An overall
repeated measures ANOVA with source query (survival vs.
moving) and word type (old items with a matched decision,
“both” items, old items with a mismatched decision, and new
items) as within-subjects variables revealed a main effect of
query, F(1, 63) = 36.79, MSE = .025, η2p = .369, and word
type, F(3, 189) = 275.61, MSE = .064, η2p = .814; the interaction was significant as well, F(3, 189) = 6.52, MSE = .02,
η2p = .094. Separate paired t-tests revealed significant survival
advantages in the hit rate data for items presented either once,
t(63) = 5.77, d = 0.55, or twice, t(63) = 4.10, d = 0.43; there
was also a significant survival advantage for the old false
alarms, t(63) = 2.80, d = 0.43, but not for the new false alarms,
t(63) < 1. Signal detection analyses confirmed these results,
using the once-presented items: No significant difference in
source identification was found between survival (d′ = 1.46)
and moving (d′ = 1.39) processing, using the old false alarms
as the comparative base, t(59) < 1. However, there was a
significantly greater bias toward responding yes for survival
queries (c = −.35) than for moving queries (c = −.05), t(59) =
−4.62, p < .01, d = −0.66.
Final free recall
Figure 6 shows proportion correct recall for the various conditions as a function of query question (i.e., survival or
1.00

Pro po rtio n Yes Respo nses

rating (in separate blocks). Rating tasks were blocked in sets
of 12 words (6 words to be processed once and 6 words to be
processed in both encoding conditions); blocks alternated in a
SMSM or MSMS fashion to ensure that a survival and a
moving decision occurred the same number of times in each
position of the list and for each item. Words were randomly
distributed within each block, with the constraint that no more
than 2 words of the same type (processed once or twice)
would be presented consecutively.
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Moving query
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Fig. 5 Proportion of yes responses as a function of query and item type
during the source identification test in Experiment 3. Error bars represent
standard errors of the means
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Fig. 6 Proportion of correct recall as a function of query and item type in
Experiment 3. Error bars represent standard errors of the means

moving). A repeated measures ANOVA with query type (survival vs. moving) and word type (once, twice, and new) as
within-subjects variables revealed a reliable main effect for
query, F(1, 63) = 5.13, MSE = .021, η2p = .075, and word type,
F(2, 126) = 324.28, MSE = .026, η2p = .837, but no significant
interaction, F < 1. Items presented twice were recalled better
than items presented once, old items were recalled better than
new items, and there was a consistent recall advantage when
items were queried for survival during the source identification test. As in the previous two experiments, an analysis of
the response times during the source identification task failed
to explain the survival advantages seen during final free recall.
The relevant data are shown in Table 3; a repeated measures
ANOVA revealed significant main effects of query, F(1, 63) =
10.4, MSE = 129,296, η2p = .14, and word type, F(2, 126) =
42.17, MSE = 111,573, η2p = .40, as well as a reliable interaction, F(2, 126) = 3.21, MSE = 61,213, η2p = .05. Longer
recognition decision times were found for moving queries
than for survival queries.
The overall recall pattern matches the one found in the
previous two experiments; constraining the search process
during retrieval to survival “features” has a greater long-term
mnemonic effect than constraining retrieval to features based
on a non-fitness-relevant encoding task. Experiment 3 shows
that this pattern holds when using a schematic control
(moving) extending the generality of the result.

Table 3 Average response times (in milliseconds) and standard deviations (in parenthesis) during the source identification test in Experiment 3
as a function of query and word type

General discussion
The present experiments addressed two relevant empirical
questions. First, when asked about the content of prior processing, are people better able to identify information that has
been processed for survival? If survival processing simply
leads to a more elaborative memory trace or engages richer
cognitive operations, we would anticipate better source identification performance after survival processing. Across all
three experiments, people failed to show an enhanced ability
to identify items that had been processed previously for survival; that is, there was no “survival effect” in memory for
processing source. There was an increased tendency for participants to respond yes to previously processed items when
the source query was survival based—that is, did you process
this item for survival?—but the increase occurred for both hits
(survival items) and false alarms (control items). This interesting pattern, which did not occur consistently for new items
in the source test, suggests that people adopt a more liberal
criterion for a survival-based decision when an item is recognized as familiar.2
Previous work using similar experimental designs has
found better source discrimination performance for deep (semantic), as compared with shallow (letter checking),
encodings (Gallo et al., 2008). Not only are hit rates for deeply
processed items higher, but deep processing leads to fewer
false alarms in source identification as well. For example,
when queried for deep processing—did you make a pleasantness judgment about this item?—people are less likely to
respond yes to both new (lure) items and to items that had
previously received shallow processing. Our experiments produced a quite different pattern: Survival queries led to higher
hit rates and higher false alarm rates, as compared with the
control query conditions. This suggests that people did not (or
were unable to) use a distinctiveness heuristic, based on
characteristics of survival encodings, as a way to control
performance in the source identification test. Importantly, the
use of a survival query led to consistent and statistically
significant effects across the three experiments, but not to
improved source identification performance.
Our source identification results also contrast with data
obtained comparing two “deep” processing modes: autobiographical elaboration and semantic processing. McDonough
and Gallo (2008) asked participants either to generate a relevant autobiographical experience to a presented trait word or
simply rate the word as positive or negative. Source identification tests followed in which people were asked to decide
2

Survival
Moving

Processed Once

Processed Twice

New Words

2,081 (376)
2,178 (357)

1,721 (323)
1,926 (403)

1,749 (315)
1,802 (380)

There has been some controversy in the literature regarding whether
people can change response criteria when items of differing strength are
mixed in the same list. People do seem to change their criteria under some
circumstances (see Rotello & Macmillan, 2007). As an added check, we
calculated discriminability and response bias using nonparametric measures in each of the reported experiments and obtained the same results.
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to the evaluation of prior survival processing would produce a
larger mnemonic boost on later recall than would constraining
retrieval to control dimensions (pleasantness or moving).
The final free recall data revealed a consistent pattern:
When participants were asked to decide whether an item had
been processed previously for survival, that item was subsequently recalled better than when the source query asked
about pleasantness or relevance to a moving scenario. Figure 7
shows the final free recall data collapsed across the experiments for each type of item: items processed once or twice
during the initial rating task and the new items. The new items
are of particular interest because they were not processed
during the initial rating phase of the experiments—they occurred only during the source identification test—so differential recall performance for these items can be attributed
uniquely to the consequences of the source-constrained retrieval process. A survival advantage was obtained for these
items, t(195) = 2.62, p < .01, d = 0.22. A survival advantage
was also found for the items processed twice, t(135) = 3.0, p <
.01, d = 0.32. Here again, these items left the initial rating
stage in an equivalent mnemonic state: Each item had been
processed once for survival and once for pleasantness or
moving. Differences in final free recall can therefore be attributed uniquely to the processing that occurred during the
source task itself. These data support earlier work on sourceconstrained retrieval (e.g., Jacoby et al. 2005a) but generalize
the conclusions beyond the recognition-based “memory for
foils” paradigm to free recall and to a new processing domain—survival processing (see also Danckert, MacLeod, &
Fernandes, 2011).
We believe the present experiments have implications
for understanding the proximate mechanisms that may
underlie survival processing; at least, they help constrain

0.8
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whether they had previously generated an autobiographical
memory for a word or produced a valence rating. Generating
an autobiographical experience is thought to recruit multiple
cognitive operations, establishing a rich and elaborate memory trace, so McDonough and Gallo reasoned that people
should be able to employ a distinctiveness heuristic, based
on the elaboration, to reduce false recollections. Indeed,
matching the pattern found for deep processing (Gallo et al.,
2008), there were fewer false alarms to old (previously studied) lures on the autobiographical test than on the valence test.
To the extent that survival processing produces robust recall
because of increased elaboration relative to control conditions,
a similar pattern should have been found in the present experiments. Instead, false alarms to studied lures increased when
items were queried for survival, a pattern that is inconsistent
with a simple elaboration hypothesis.
It is important to note as well that our results join others in
demonstrating some limitations (or boundary conditions) of
survival processing. Survival-processing advantages fail to
extend to the processing of faces (Savine, Scullin, &
Roediger, 2011) or story content (Seamon et al., 2012), may
have little or no effect on judgments of learning (Palmore,
Garcia, Bacon, Johnson, & Keleman, 2012), and do not appear on some implicit tests of retention (Tse & Altaribba,
2010). More pertinent, Bröder et al. (2011) recently failed to
find any survival-processing advantages in a source memory
test that required people to remember the position that rated
words appeared on a computer screen. Recent work from our
laboratory has shown that survival processing can lead to
enhanced location memory, but only when the encoding task
specifically orients the participant to location information
(Nairne et al., 2012). As Bröder et al. suggested, from an
adaptive perspective, we would anticipate survival processing
to improve memory for source. Remembering that an item
was previously processed in a survival context certainly seems
important, more so than remembering that it was previously
processed for pleasantness or with respect to a moving
scenario.
The second question that motivated the present experiments focused on the mnemonic effects of sourceconstrained retrieval operations. When asked to decide about
the content of prior processing—for example, was this item
previously processed for survival?—people typically constrain retrieval to task-relevant dimensions; in other words,
people search for information in the test item that is consistent
with the test query (e.g., remnants of survival processing).
Constraining retrieval in this way has long-term mnemonic
consequences for evaluated items. For example, retrieval
queries that ask about deep or semantic features lead to better
long-term recognition of evaluated lures (items that were
newly presented during the recognition test) than do queries
about shallow features (Jacoby et al. 2005a; Marsh et al.,
2009). We were interested in whether constraining retrieval
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Fig. 7 Proportion of correct recall collapsed across all experiments as a
function of query and item type. Error bars represent standard errors of the
means
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what those mechanisms might be. In the present case,
unlike previous research using manipulations of processing
depth, our experiments dissociate memory for internal
source from the mnemonic effects of the source judgment
task. We did not detect an enhanced ability to identify
items that had been processed previously for survival, but
the process of survival-based retrieval itself led to enhanced retention. The first finding suggests that elaboration, perhaps through the engagement of enriched cognitive operations, may not completely explain the survival
advantage frequently found in recall. The second finding
shows that the benefits of survival processing extend
beyond those studied previously in simple relevanceratings contexts. Some have argued that relevance ratings
promote enhanced congruity, or “fit,” between items and
survival scenarios (e.g., Butler et al., 2009); thus, demonstrating survival advantages in the absence of relevance
ratings—that is, as a consequence of a source decision—
lowers the chances that congruity can completely explain
survival-processing effects (see also Nairne & Pandeirada,
2011).
At the same time, the null effect of survival processing
on source identification seems inconsistent with a
functional/evolutionary account as well. If survival processing produces a unique mark of nature’s criterion on
encoded memories (see Nairne, 2010), then why were
participants unable to use the presence or absence of this
“mark” to solve the source identification problem? Of
course, null effects are difficult to interpret; one could
always claim that the current manipulations were not
robust enough for differences to be detected on our source
identification tests. But source identification performance
overall was well above chance levels, and the final free
recall data indicate that our experiments were sensitive
enough to detect query-based differences in retention. For
whatever reason, people were clearly unable to use the
memory records of items processed for survival to gain a
selective advantage in the source identification task.
In the past, we have suggested that survival processing
may be “special;” that is, organisms may have evolved
special systems for processing fitness-relevant information.
It is extremely difficult to make a definitive case for
evolved cognitive adaptations, but the present data, along
with relevant data from other laboratories, do indicate that
the mnemonic effects of survival processing may be somewhat unique, relative to other standard forms of processing
(see Burns et al., 2011; Nairne, 2010). For example,
survival processing is not easily categorized as simply
another form of deep processing (see also Savine et al.,
2011). Unfortunately, at present, memory researchers have
a relatively sparse theoretical “tool kit” from which to
draw explanatory mechanisms. Elaboration, and its companion “distinctiveness,” remain viable theoretical accounts

for many mnemonic phenomena and may explain some
aspects of survival processing, but are unlikely to provide
a complete account of survival-processing effects (see
Nairne, 2010). Of course, such a conclusion is certain to
remain controversial as we await the outcome of further
research.
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Appendix

Table 4 Average proportion of correct recall in Experiment 1 as a
function of encoding rating task and type of query
Type of Query

Encoding Rating
Task

Survival
Pleasantness

New words

Survival

Pleasantness

Average

.56
.56
.21

.51
.53
.18

.54
.54
.19

Table 5 Average proportion of correct recall in Experiment 2 as a
function of encoding rating task and type of query
Type of Query
Survival Pleasantness Average
Encoding Rating
Task

Survival
Pleasantness
Both conditions
New words

.43
.39
.66
.16

.42
.40
.55
.13

.43
.40
.61
.14

Table 6 Average proportion of correct recall in Experiment 3 as a
function of encoding rating task and type of query
Type of Query

Encoding Rating
Task

Survival
Moving
Both conditions
New words

Survival

Moving

Average

.53
.47
.66
.16

.43
.46
.63
.13

.48
.46
.65
.14
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